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TESTS OF WOODEN BARRELS. 

By J. A. NEwLin, 

Engineer in Charge of Timber Tests. 

OBJECT OF THE TESTS. 

The object of the tests described in this bulletin, made in coopera- 
jtion with the Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Dangerous 
| Explosives, was to obtain data upon which specifications and changes 
in the design of wooden barrels used in the transportation of danger- 
lous liquids might be based. The tests do not offer any comparisons 
between barrels made of different material or of different species of 
5 timber. 

MATERIAL. 

| The barrels used in the test were made by the St. Louis Cooperage 
'Co., and were received in six groups of 8 barrels each (48 in all) as 
| follows: 

Thickness 
Grou Tae Number 

Barrel No. of staves 
: No. naddlicades of hoops. 

Inches. 
1to8 56 6 

la to 8a 54 8 
9 to 16 34 6 

9a to 16a 34 8 
17 to 24 iz 6 

17a to 24a iZ 8 

\ 

The barrels were made from quarter-sawed white oak. (One stave 
which seemed to be particularly porous was identified as red oak.) 
The material was practically straight grained and free from defects. 
The barrels were of excellent workmanship and were well coated 

‘with paraffin on the inside. The staves varied in width from 
about 24 inches to about 7 inches. Thirty-one barrels had 19 staves 
each, 12 had 20 each, and 4 had 21 each. The heads were usually 

Note.—This bulletin describes tests that are of special interest to barrel manufacturers and to manu- 

facturers and shippers of dangerous liquids. 

32797°—14 
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composed of four pieces, though two heads were each composed of — 
three pieces. The pieces of the head were joined together with 
#s-inch hickory dowels. There were two dowels per joint, each 
about one-third or one-fourth the length of the joint from its end. © 

The head and bilge hoops were 1? inches by 17 gauge, while the 
quarter hoops were 14 inches by 18 gauge. The average thick- 
nesses of hoops used for tension tests (see p. 4) were 0.051 inch 
and 0.061 inch for the 18 and 17 gauge, respectively, while the U.S. 
standard gauges of these numbers are 0.05 inch and 0.05625 inch. 

The average hoop spacing, dimensions, weights, and capacities of 
the barrels are shown on figure 1. The hoop splices were always 
placed over the bung stave, and the heads were placed with their 
end grain toward this stave as shown in I and II, figure 1. 

The barrels were received at the laboratory on November 24, and 
were stored in a closed and unheated shed until the tests were begun 
on December 10. 

BARREL TESTS. 

The barrels were brought in from the storage shed shortly before 
the time for test. Each barrel was then carefully inspected and the 
hoops driven tight by a representative of the St. Louis Cooperage | 
Co. Just before test each barrel was completely filled with water, and 
with the exception of those barrels to which a pressure gauge was 
attached, was closed with a wooden bung. These bungs, after soaking 
for a few seconds in warm water, were driven to a tight fit. They 
were placed with their grain parallel to that of the staves. The bungs 
bore the brand ‘‘U. S. Bung Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.” No bung 
straps were used. 

Two barrels of each group were tested in side compression, two in 
diagonal compression, one each in side and diagonal drop, and two 
by internal pressure. 

SIDE-COMPRESSION TESTS. 

In this test the barrel was placed between two flat surfaces and 
compressed in the direction of its diameter. The rate of compression 
was 0.25 inch per minute. Simultaneous readings of load, com- 
pression, and loss of water from the barrel were taken. The test 
was discontinued when one-half the water had escaped. Notes were 
made of the character and sequence of failures. In about one-half 
of these tests a pressure gauge was attached to the barrel, and read- 
ings of internal pressure were taken. The method of test is shown 
in Plate I. 

DIAGONAL-COMPRESSION TEST. 

In this test the barrel was compressed between two flat surfaces, 
being supported upon one point of the chime and loaded at a poimt 
on the other and diagonally opposite. The rate of compression was 
0.25 inch per minute. Notes were taken as in the side compression 
test. The test on the first barrel of each group was discontinued as 
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Fig. 1.—In the compression and drop tests all barrels were placed with ii} 
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TESTS OF WOODEN BARRELS. % 

in the preceding test, while the second was discontinued whenever 
| one-half the contents had escaped or would have escaped had the 
| barrel been in the reverse position. This test is illustrated in 
| Plate IT. 
| SIDE-DROP TEST. 

_ In this test the barrels were dropped on a wooden platform about 
| 34 inches thick resting on the concrete floor of the laboratory. On 
| top of this platform was a steel plate one-eighth inch in thickness. 
The barrel was suspended with its axis horizontal. The first drop 

| was 3 inches, the next 6 inches, etc., increasing each time by 3 inches. 
Each drop was upon the same point of the barrel. After the first 
apparent leak the drops were made at 3-minute intervals. The 
weight of the barrel and contents was taken immediately before 

-each drop. The test was continued until half the contents of the 
| barrel had escaped. Complete notes were made to show the character 
and sequence of the failures. <A picture of this test is shown in 
Plate IIT. 

DIAGONAL-DROP TEST. 

This test was conducted in the manner described for the side-drop 
test, except that the barrel was suspended so that the lowest point of 
the chime was directly below the center of the barrel, which was 

| dropped on the chime. Each drop was upon the same point. A 
| picture of this test is shown in Plate IV. 

INTERNAL-PRESSURE TEST. 

| In this test the barrel and connecting pipes were filled with water in 
| such a way as to exclude as nearly as possible all air. The pressure 
| was then raised to 2 pounds per square inch and held for 2 minutes. 
| It was then raised to 4 pounds and there held for 2 minutes. This 
was repeated, increasing the pressure 2 pounds each time and holding 
it constant for 2 minutes after each increase, until 1 pound of water 

| ran from the barrel in 1 minute or less. The test was then discon- 
| tinued. Complete notes were made as to the character and sequence 
_ of the failures. 
_ In these tests connection to the barrel was made by screwing a 
special tapered bush into the bunghole. The apparatus is shown in 
| Plate V. 

MINOR TESTS. 

STAVE TESTS. 

_ In order to find out something of the variability of the barrel 
_ Material tests were made on 36 staves, two from each of 6 barrels of 
each thickness. The best and poorest appearing stave of each barrel 
was chosen. Pieces 2 inches in width, cut from these staves, were 

| tested in static bending under center loading. The span was 28 
inches. The staves were placed with the outer side up. 
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HOOP TESTS. 

A 14-inch piece was taken from one hoop of each gauge from each 
of three barrels of each group. These pieces were machined down to 
have a parallel section approximately 1 inch by 9 inches, and were 
then subjected to tension tests. The maximum load and load at 
yield point, as determined from the drop of the scale beam of the 
testing machine, were recorded. 

RESULTS. 

BARREL TESTS. 

The results of the barrel tests are given in Tables 3 to 6, inclusive. 
The internal-pressure readings on the barrels to which a pressure 

gauge was attached in the side-compression test have been omitted. 
The highest internal pressure developed in these barrels was 7 pounds 
per square inch. 

In all the test only two or three cases of leakage at the bung was 
observed. These also have been omitted from the tabulated results. 

MINOR TESTS. 

The average, maximum, and minimum results of the stave and hoop 
tests are given in Tables 1 and 2. In Table 1 “modulus of rupture”’ 
is the fiber stress at maximum load and represents the strength of the 
timber. “Work to maximum load” is proportional to the shock- 
resisting ability of the timber. 

TaBLE 1.—Results of stave tests. Static bending, 28-inch span. 

| 
| 3-inch staves. | 3-inch staves. Z-inch staves. 

—S SE EE ES el ———__ qq 0 CC _j»j_qq 

Measured thickness at stave, 
PNCHES Bone Se 0. 69 0.71 0. 65 0.77} 0.80 0. 74 0.89 | 0.91 0. 87 

Rings se peer Ae per inch.. 15 29 8 14 25 8 21 30 14 
Speciliceravaty. - oh. 65-38 —2 0.672 | 0.848] 0.528} 0.694] 0.820] 0.558] 0.663 | 0.723 0. 544 
Moisture. =-- ...2-2 percent..| 10.4 14.1 8.1 9.8 13.5 3 12.6 14.8 10.0 
Maximum load..... pounds 257 395 100 378 490 220 387 510 240 

PNCHOSEeee eos Sco ce sels 2.31 | 5.20 0. 88 1.98 3.50 1. 22 1.90 3.50 1.10 
Modulus of rupture, pounds 

per square inch..--......-- 11,455 | 17,950 | 4,290 | 13,260 | 17,460 | 8,220 | 10,120 | 12,860 6, 330 

inch-pounds per. cubic 
Work to maximum load, 

ing Me a 10.2 | 29.8 1.4 10.0 17.2 3.8 10.0 16.7 3.8 

TaBLe 2.—Results of hoop tests. Tension, specimens 1 inch wide. 

} 

18-gauge hoops. | 17-gauge hoops. 

Average. | Maximum. |} Minimum. 
SS ee eee ee 

Average. | Maximum. | Minimum. 
—_—_—_—— fF 

Measured thickness of hoops, 
ACH ESS 6 hase eee eee ee eee 0.051 0.058 0. 047 0.061 0.063 0. 058 

Loadat yield point as determined 
by drop of beam ...... pounds 2,360 2, 900 2, 100 2, 480 2, 620 2,330 

Maxamymiload: 2 eee om 3,955 4,530 3,580 4, 925 5,130 4, 605 
Fiber stress at yield point, pounds : 

Per square inch. #273 44,580 49,500 41,200 39,515 42, 400 36, 000 
Fiber stress at maximum load, i 
pounds per squareinch.......-- 74, 210 78, 600 70, 200 78, 060 82, 400 71, 600 

ese eee Se et ee eee 
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METHOD OF TEST—SIDE COMPRESSION. 
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METHOD OF TEST—SIDE DROP. 
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METHOD OF TEST—DIAGONAL DROP. 
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TESTS OF WOODEN BARRELS. eels) 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS OF NATURE OF FAILURES. 

In each kind of test the first water to appear on the outside of the 
barrel was usually from the seepage through the pores of the wood 

at the chime. The first leak usually occurred either between the 
staves and the head or between the staves at the chime. In all the 
tests except the internal pressure the first leak was usually coincident 
with the slipping of the staves. 

In the internal-pressure test there were two general classes of 
failures: (1) By springing and breaking of the head; and (2) by 
leaking between the staves at the bilge. 

In the diagonal-compression test the failure was a general failure 
of the head combined with the slipping of the staves. In the com 
pression-perpendicular test the failure was a general leaking at the 
heads and slipping of the staves followed by the breaking of the 
staves at the bilge. 

In the side-drop test the slipping of the staves caused loosening of 
the hoops and leakage at the heads. This was followed by breaking 
of the staves at the bilge. In three of the six tests the failure of the 
barrels was due to the heads being broken or forced out by the 
internal pressure produced by the impact. 

The lower heads of all barrels tested by dropping on the chime were 
broken or forced out by the pressure due to the impact. 

CHANGES IN DESIGN AS INDICATED BY THE CHARACTER OF THE 
FAILURES. 

A slight increase in the length of the chime from croze to the end of 
the stave would lessen the amount of seepage without any marked 
increase of liability to breakage at the croze by dropping the barrel 
on thechime. The chimes of the test barrels were made exceptionally 
short (three-fourths of an inch from outer side of croze to end of stave) 

to reduce the danger of breakage when dropped on the chime. Chimes 
1 inch long would probably have given better results. 

The internal-pressure test and the side-drop test indicated that the 
bilge hoops were too wide apart. A spacing of not more than 8 inches 
between the bilge hoops would have materially strengthened the bar- 
rels for the internal pressure without any weakening for the other tests. 

The weakest parts of the barrels were the heads. The first leak in 
most of the tests was due either to the springing of the head or to the 
slipping of the staves at the head, or to both these causes. 

The ultimate failure of a large per cent of the barrels was at the head. 
It appears that a head much thicker than the staves would give mate- 
rially better results. Heads should probably be made about one and 
one-half times as thick as the staves. 

The heads appeared to be materially weakened by the dowel holes 
and not infrequently the flagging was forced out. It would seem that 
these head joints could be improved. 
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None of the hoops failed durmg the test. A Z-inch oak barrel 
should probably have not less then eight hoops of the sizes of those 
used on the barrels tested, as the swelling of the wood might break 
the hoops. 

Variation in strength of barrels of the same design is due in large 
measure to the variability of the wood composing the head and 
staves. Test specimens taken from these barrels show that some of 
the staves may have less than one-fourth the strength of others. (See 
Table 1, p. 4.) Evidently no attempt had been made to grade the 
staves on the basis of strength, the only criterion of fitness being that 
the staves should be clear and straight grained. The dry weight per 
cubic foot of clear straight-grained wood is a splendid guide as to 
probable strength, the heavier, denser wood being the stronger. The 
advisability of grading staves and heading with reference to the 
strength might well be considered. 

TESTS OF MADE-UP BARRELS. 

BARRELS. 

In order to try out the effect of some of the changes in design as 
suggested above, barrels were made up with 3-inch staves, $-inch head, 

and eight hoops. The staves and hoops were from the two 8-hoop, 
3-inch barrels, the heads from {-inch barrels and previously tested 
under internal pressure. In order to make these heads fit, it was 
necessary to joint fifteen-sixteenths inch off of one stave of each 
barrel. The bilge and quarter hoops were not changed, but were 
permitted to drive farther onto the barrels. The head hoops were 
shortened 14 inches and were driven flush with the ends of the staves. 

(In the original tests the head hoops were driven beyond the ends of 
the staves, as shown in I and II of fig.1.) The spacing of the hoops, 
weight, capacity, etc., of these barrels are shown in III, figure 1. 
In assembling the barrels the hoop joints were placed at random. 

INTERNAL-PRESSURE TESTS. 

The two made-up barrels were tested under internal pressure. The 
results of these tests showed them to be fully equal to the barrels 
with Z-inch heads and staves. One of these barrels withstood a 
pressure of 34 pounds per square inch up to the time the head began 
to fail, when the pressure was released. The increased capacity of 
the barrel under this pressure, due primarily to the springing of the 
heads, was 84 pounds of water. On release of the pressure the barrel 
resumed its original form with no apparent leakage. 

The head of the second barrel was broken out by a pressure of 38 
pounds per square inch. 

Neither of these made-up barrels showed any: leakage between the 
staves during the tests. 
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DROP TESTS. 

The broken heads of the made-up barrels were replaced by other 
t-inch heads, and the barrels subjected to drop tests. The barrel 
dropped upon the side showed much better resistance than the 8-hoop 
barrel five-eighths inch in thickness throughout, but was not quite 
the equal of the $-inch barrels. | 

In dropping on the chime the made-up barrel was the equal of any 
barrel tested. 

These tests of made-up barrels seem to justify the previously sug- 
gested changes in thickness of head and spacing of hoops. 

The detailed results of these tests are given in Table 5. 

SUGGESTIONS REGARDING TESTS OF SHIPPING CONTAINERS. 

There are two classes of tests to which containers such as barrels 
may be subjected: 

First. Tests, such as the ones described in this bulletin, where the 
object is to determine the most economical and efficient designs. 
Tests of this class are usually carried to the destruction of the con- 
tainer and entail damage or complete loss of contents. It is neces- 
sary to fill the containers with material which is relatively inexpensive, 
safe to the investigators, and which will produce stresses similar in 
character to those which would be produced by the commodity which 
the container is intended to carry. 

Second. Tests to determine the suitability of the container for 
specified commodities under practical conditions. Such tests should 
be made upon containers filled with the material to be shipped in 
them or with some other very similar in its action on the container. 

In the case of the first class of tests seepage through the pores and 
the first leak depend largely upon the nature of the lining and of the 
contained liquid. A material difference might be expected in the 
behavior of barrels lined with paraffin and filled with water as com- 
pared with barrels lined with glue and filled with gasoline. In the 
drop test the height of drop also depends upon the specific gravity of 
the contained liquid. The height of drop required to produce given 
stresses is in approximately inverse proportion to the combined weight 
of barrel and contents. 
Having made tests of the first class, and so determined the best 

construction, it then remains to manufacture containers in accordance 

with specifications based upon the results of these tests. Tests of 
the second class made upon such containers lined according to com- 
mercial practice and filled with the commodity they are to carry 
would show their limitations under practical conditions. 

In the case of barrels internal-pressure and side-drop tests are 
recommended for this purpose. 
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TaBLe 3.—Individual tests—Side compression. 

s-INCH BARRELS. 

56 AE SOD erence ee Leak at chime. 
92 GL OND) eres Seepage through pores. 
22 POCO eee tee che Staves slip. 

Head coming loose. 
Top stave broke. 

4 
| 
i 

17a Bae ss 5 ; 

: D 

One-half contents escaped. 
18a 8 : 

D 

No. | Num- Rate 
of ber of pedbe- Load of Remarks. 

barrel. | hoops. : leaking. 

Lbs. per 
minute. 

1 6 0.81 SI000 | ewes eee Seepage through pores. 
1.12 G5 000. ee Staves slip. 
1.24 6,340) AY Sizes ee Leak between staves. 
2.35 85920 8q) a2 ee ee Stave broke. 
3.80 11, 000 1.6 | Horizontal shear in top stave. 
5.38 14,380 6.5 | Stave broke. 
6.35 13,640 42.8 | One-half contents escaped. 

2 6 . 88 3s OOO cee ane cee Leak at chime. 
1.20 C5000 bee eee Stave slipped. 
2.54 8,500 1.7 | Stave sheared. 
5.97 10, 850 29.0 | One-half contents escaped. 

la 8 .85 ea OO et ees een a Leak between staves. 
1.08 G 500 tre tease oe Staves slip. 
2.80 9, 460 2.1 | Bottom stave sheared. 
3. 80 11, 250 15.0 | Stave split. 
4.37 11,000 23.0 | Stave broke. 
5.40 12,310 31.0 Do. 
5.70 11, 880 32.0 | One-half contents escaped. 

2a, 8 . 60 ASOD EE vere see Seepage through pores. 
. 64 ASOD #4] 22ers eee Leakage around end at bottom. 

1.55 hs DOD sal Eee oe Staves slip. 
3. 80 12,320 2.9 | Stave broke. 
4.62 12,070 2.0 | Bottom stave broke. 
7.11 15,040 28.0 | Stave broke. 
7.61 15,370 52.0 | One-half contents escaped. 

3-INCH BARRELS. 

9 6 0.57 5 O00 Rss 8a. sea - Leak at chime. 
Sif 65000) Asean Seepage through pores. 
- 86 G 500 Tao ea Staves slip. 

2.35 9, 730 10.5 | Stave broke. 
3.36 10, 830 37.0 Do. 
3.75 11,380 39.4 | One-half contents escaped. 

10 6 Shs Be OOO NN Es Bsn ee Seepage through pores, 
- 90 GE O00 TS Nee area Staves slip. . 

1,24 ZU Dice (ee ae bees Leak between staves and at chimes. 
2.88 10,910 9.0 | Bottom stave broke. 
4.00 11,110 39.0 | Increased breaking. 
4.30 10, 420 57.0 | One-half contents escaped. 

9a 8 . 64 5550070) he Leak between staves. 
. 86 GES00T> | Pa eee Leak at chime. 

aay SHO00 ts | 32a eee Staves slip. 
3.60 11,590 25.2 | Top stave sheared. 
4.35 12, 430 37.5 | Bottom stave broke. 
4.53 12,390 3.6 | One-half contents escaped. 

10a 8 Siyi/ 5000S 2a: Leak at chime. 
1.03 A000): | 2 RSE Staves slip. 
1.70 8, 860 1.0 | Leak between staves. 
3. 80 12,010 | 34.0 | One-half contents escaped. 

ZINCH BARRELS. 

17 BaleO.86' leh S 500 pees Leak at chime. | 
1.20 GrO00 SE ne ae Staves slip. 
4.27 12, 870 21.3 | Top stave broke. i 
4.40 12, 260 24.8 Do. 
4.91 11,110 28.0 | Stave broke. 
5.58 11, 830 36.2 | One-halfcontents escaped. 

18 6 . 90 OU TN fae ees ae Leak through joint of head. 
AO Es DOO iy Peers Seepage through pores. | 
1.63 8500) ie ea Leak between staves. 
2.14 9,000 1.5 | Stave broke. 
5. 78 12,940 26.8 | One-half contents escaped. 

Aone Pe PRwDe 

lo 9) io) i we S a oO 

O. 
Stave broke. 

83 BeO00s || cms <s. = 5 Leak at chime; staves slip. | 
00 OCU Dias eres Leak between staves. 

0 | Top stave broke. 
0 | Bottom stave broke. 
0 0. 
5 | One-half contents escaped. 
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TaBLe 4.—Jndiwidual tests—Diagonal compression. 

sINCH BARRELS. 

No. | Num- Rate 
of | ber of | Dee} Toad. | of Remarks. 

barrel. | hoops leaking. 

Lbs. per 
minute. 

3 6 0.56 COCO EPO sn Leak at chime. 
1.45 11, 000 1.0 | Staves sheared. 
3. 40 15, 620 6.0 | Bottom head broke. 
3. 56 LOSO20 1s OMe One-half contents escaped. 

4 6 Ste 8000) (Sk ee Leak at chime; staves slipping. 
3.78 16, 240 13.5 | Bottom head broke. 
4, 48 16, 990 80.0 | One-half contents escaped. 

3a 8 -85 SHOOO an Sayers Leak at bottom chime. 
1.38 SOOO Ss Re aa en Leak at top chime. 
1.55 TA OOO Ses eee Staves slipping. 
2. 26 16, 400 4.5 | Top head breaking. 

E 2. 85 15, 000 7.5 | Top head broke. 
4a, 8 .97 S500 i | Pa ae Leaks at top and bottom chimes. 

1.73 14, 480 4.0 | Staves slip; bottom head breaking. 
2.50 15,440 14.5 | Bottom head broke. 

3-INCH BARRELS. 

il 6 0. 62 C1500) ed [ee ee ag Leak at chime. 
1.18 TES OOOM ee eOees a Leak at bearing. 
1.50 T2240); |e see ayes Top head broke; staves sheared. 
5.73 17, 000 0.5 | Staves breaking at top. 
8. 42 17, 850 39.0 | One-half contents escaped. 

12 6 -90 92000 ie eee Leak at bottom stave. 
1. 26 PAHO Oe setae go se Stave splitting at top. 
1.50 2 S500 ee we Leak at bottom chime. 
3.20 16, 530 8.8 | Bottom head broke. 

lla 8 . 58 SH O00 Rs eee Sioa Leak at bottom chime. 
1. 48 14, 500 2.5 | Staves slipping. 
2.10 16, 000 6.0 | Top head broke. 

12a 8 .75 ShOOO Ns hee Leak at top chime. 
1.53 TA 5O00M se oes Staves slipping. 
2.47 16, 970 4.7 | Top head broke. 
9.25 24, 260 16.0 | Test discontinued. 

Z-INCH BARRELS. 

19 6 0. 42 GS OO RAR ion ia Leak at bottom chime. 
ous SOOO ME ee ss Staves slipping. 

1. 68 TE SOO Beary ees Leak at top chime. 
3,73 17, 660 4.0 | Top head splitting. 
5. 50 18, 000 32.0 | Top head broke. 
7.47 11, 540 9.3 | One-half contents escaped. 

20 6 -81 ON FOO eke eas Leak at bottom chime; staves slipping. 
1.12 LOS SOO ee eke Leak between staves at bottom. 
2.34 14S SOOM S Reece eee Staves slipping. 
A. 20 19, 280 7.2 | Top head breaking. 
5. 00 20, 530 21.0 | Top head broke. 

19a 8 . 62 8/000) 2 |e oul ane. Leak at bottom chime. 
1. 48 13s O0ORs Paes Staves slipping. 
3. 83 19, 790 11.0 | Staves sheared at chime. 
4.85 21, 740 36.6 | Top head broke. 
5. 05 21, 650 72.0 | One-half contents escaped. 

20a 8 382 PVE OOO Ks | yas ss Leak at bottom chime. 
95 iE SOO ea ace ee Staves slipping. 

1.27 DANO) sl ooeeaaaes Leak at top chime. 
2.35 TGOSSOO eee ses Bottom head breaking. 
2.70 UP OLD. Dake et Seeger Bottom head broke. 
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Taste 5.—Individual tests—Drop tests. 

sINCH BARRELS. 

Num- F 
No. of Height | Rate of 
barrel. hope ofdrop.| leakage. Remarks. 

SIDE DROP. 

Lbs. per 
Inches.| minute. 

5 6 Oe | een Snes Stave slipped; leak at chimes. 
1 Das | epee Et ee Leak between staves. 

| 18 0.3 | Stave cracked. 
| 24 .7 | Head cracked; hoops slipped at head. 
| 30 2.0 | Head broke out. 

5a 8 Hee ese sae Leak at chime and between staves. 
QR eee Staves slipping. 

[OO So eee Stave broke. 
24 .3-| Flag coming out at head. 

| 27 2.0 | Head broke out; split at dowels. 

DIAGONAL DROP. | 

6 6 On Se eS ere Leak at chime. 
AD is beers ane er Head broke. 

6a 8 Oiled] Sea ee a ae Head broke out. 
t 

3-INCH BARRELS. 

SIDE DROP. 
} 

13 6 (Fas eeemstey aa he Leaking slightly. 
Oh Sree ere Leak of chime and between staves. 

15 0.2 | Stave broke. 
24 1.0 | Hoop slipped at head. 
39 23.2 | Test discontinued. 

13a 8 QP Mate tae Leak at chime; stave slipped. 
ee | Ma gear Stave broke. 
21 35.7 | Bilge hoop slipped. 

| DIAGONAL DROP. 

14 6 Oe ee ae Leak at chime. 
| Loi Ghee eee Head failing. 

1S \5 | eee aes Head broke out. 
14a 8 OD) Ble aaere Tees Leak between staves. 

15) eee Flag coming out. 
18 0.3 | Head broke out. 

z7-INCH BARRELS. 

| 
| SIDE DROP. 

| 
t 

Rong 6 9: \5| Pee ee Leaks at chimes; staves slipped. 
| GA a Bs aes ts Page Stave broke. 

DA Ta) Meth eee ae Bilge hoop slips. 
27 2.0 | Head hoop slipped. 
48 11.3. | Test discontinued. 

| 21a | 8 OME see Stave slips. 
75 ley | he eee Leak at chime. 

| 33 3 | Head broke. 
36 .7 | Head broke out. 

} | 

DIAGONAL DROP. 

22 6 Gs i|acieenice << Leak at chime. 
1 Jat as Soe Stave sheared. 

7 | Leak through joint of head. 
.3 | Head broke out. 

22a 8 15 .6 | Head breaking. 
.4 | Head broke out. 



TESTS OF WOODEN BARRELS. Lh 

TaBLE 6.—Indwidual tests—Internal pressure. 

8-INCH BARRELS. 

Num- 
Newt pes of Pree Rate of leakage. Remarks. 

op 

Lbs. per| Drops per | Lbs. per 
sq. inch.| minute. | minute. 

7 6 PAA a ase on Bie coat Seepage through pores. 
4 NaN ea Scie See Leak between staves. 
8 PDO ral hag Rey Ae Head bulged flush with chime. 

ICO Sel UG GL NALS Sar Hal at Leak at chime; broken stream. 
TIP th ee Nes ae 4 | Leak between staves. 

8 6 DN Pee OE eae NEY A EAN Leak at chime. 
4 ZOO rie ov eens 
Ghira [EUSrass E ae SOT eas Leak between staves at pilge. 
SHAFER Ses Aa FA at Heads bulged flush with chimes. 
I iM Geers cals AMA ot Ea Seeping in stream through pores: 

| see aight lie a NISL sat Leak through joints of head. 
DUS sy sere are Oe CO ne Displacement of flag. 

7a 8 A linet stray esata eR Se Seepage through pores. 
Sipe eed ARs MEU Leak at chimes and head bulged flush with 

chime. 
10 112 ONG cee eae gales Leak through joints at end. 
SIG eG ese a ere Ae ou Flag forced out. 

8a 8 POA cre Seer iaes eae pet Seepage through pores. 
EA ie Pe ae bes) NU A TE Leak between staves at end. 
Sa) i FS NC ae ent Head bulged flush with chime; leak between 

staves at bilge and through joints in head. 
12 BORK IEE eps TPs 
VAR ee 1.2 | Leak in head. 

3-INCH BARRELS. 

| 
15 6 Ea Nen | fet otra Seeders he Mayu Seepage through pores. 

(GP Laat i ca eal epee Leak between staves at end. 
8 OS Ns [een ay one ie Streaming between staves at end. 

12 BEAN ie WAR ee 
deb ee oe gs Se Rabies a a Head bulged flush with chime. 
ALG HG seyoe 2.0 | Leak between staves at bilge. 

16 6 7A giles iN AIS Seepage through pores; leak at chime. 
4 7A Gy WH ees i ee as 

10 OG Priest see 
MARRS) Sees NGS Ys Vato tats Leak between staves at bilge. 
16 HLS aie es tea pe Heads bulged flush with chime. 
SIR cn cecees eal) oe ae ee Leak between staves at quarter. 
SD aN biti cen irl 2.0 | Generalleak between staves. 

15a 8 25 SN A SSS 5) Ne ean a Seepage through pores. 
4 GOR nares. wee Leak at chime. 

WD) 3) BR casa al aR A ee Squirting at chime. 
UZ all ws arta, too AAAS na Leak between staves at end. 
THe Spel sal aR ONT aI Head, bulged flush with chime. 
Siesta eG IN 2.4 | Test discontinued. 

16a 8 ZA Se cs aR SI MAMIE ae Ns Seepage through pores. 
Bolt Lee asa co al te aaa Leak at chime. 
8 PH a Mee Gs 3 

10 740) 00h (Se See a He 
ea A ht ig ed a al Saya Leak between staves at bilge. 
16 SOME cama eed Head bulged flush with chime. 
i Pee ate ite na | taS See SNA Stream through joints of head. 
PET es Naas A Wie IA al a Leak through joints of head; displaced flag. 

Z-INCH BARRELS. 

23 6 Apifenlear teppei RN Leak at chime and at flag; seepage through | 
pores. | 

8 GRE a ses cae 
12 AR i or Le een 
VAN apse ee ka eats Se Leak between staves at bilge. 
IES ict oe waRe ena a ea Head bulged flush with chime. 
PAO | sea era PN sry irs Leak st joint of head. 
YM ye ee Nl 1.2 | Leak between staves. 

24 6 CG oye (fan te a Seepage through pores; leak at chime. | 
10 DZ A tare SUN 
12 SO els eae Leak between staves at quarter. | 
A als ieartar aN IR yea Leak between staves at bilge. 
i ZO )os ake Sea eres Head bulged flush with chime. 
20 SD ie ania or Leak at joints of head. 
DSR sree te es sa 1.5. | Leak between staves. 

= 
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TABLE 6.—Individual tests—Internal pressure—Continued. 

Z-INCH BARRELS—Continued. 

Num- 
No. of onlok Pres- 

Rate of leakage. Remarks. barrel. hoops. sure 

Lbs. Ao per| Lbs. per 
sq.inch.| minute. | minute. 

232 8 o = see see | eee eee Seepage through pores; leak at joints of head. 
: ee ee ee 

16 842 Wess aes ee Head bulged flush with chime. 
20 180 3 | soos Leak between staves at bilge. 
SOP dpe sas oeee 2.0 | Test discontinued. 

24a 8 Dod) [ad Eee a nen (che cy a | Leak between staves at chime. 
Fe Bey Ate eres (Oey eee ee Seepage through pores. 

Ay \cemi as 
18 peer fea eee eee Leak between staves at quarter. 
De MN rete ape ae rae Head bulged flush with chime. 
7) Le) RS ey eee Tes [Bho eee ease Leak at joints of head; leak between staves at 

bilge. 
30 S6ie [esas eee 
36) 5 Pee cee | beeen ae Head breaking. 
S84; Soe coe |e ae ee Head broke out. 

TaBLeE 7.—Individual tests— Made-up barrels. 

INTERNAL-PRESSURE TESTS. 

Rate of leakage. Remarks. 

j 

es | 
sure. 

| 

| 
Lbs. per Drops per| Lbs. per 
sq. in. | minute. | minute. 

SEB fore 8 ‘i fous Ta peas Leak through defective joint in head. 
| Sih ee St 

[en Pee ROE Tar BEES eee Leak at defective joint ceasing. 
16 oes | eye eee 
22 ore Sie Se Head bulged flush with chime. 
26 DON eee ees 
32} Tey Vor [es See Wat 
Bie ean eS ee Head split at joint. 

Aeneas 8 4 }..........|..........| Seepage through pores. 
6 at en ES Leak at chime. 
ioe A305 deere shee 

| 18 | ASO ie ea te 
77 BR VL Ria EAN OF AAS Head bulged flush with chime. 

26; EO SG ee eM Ra) ee eee Leaking in broken stream. 
| SSP [et EE S| WEE Se OHS Head forced out. 

} 

DROP TESTS. 

No.of | NUM) Height! Rate of 
ber of Remarks. barrel. hoops. ofdrop.| leakage. 

SIDE DROP. 

be gice gee 8 12 |..........] Leak at chime; stave slips. 
TS tie See ee Stave cracked. 
PAL A eee ee se Hoop slips. 
33 21.0 | Two broken staves. 

DIAGONAL DROP. 

Sie Died 8 9 |..........] Leak at chime. 
| 12) eee Stave slips. 

TSin ee e: Head failing. 
| 21 7.7 | Head broke out. 

| 5 

> ad ~” af 3° (~) 
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